
The verb 'be' as a helping verb and as a main verb

BE as a MAIN VERB followed by a NOUN or NOUN PHRASE
They will be food for you. (1:29) => You will _ _ _  them.

BE as a  MAIN VERB followed by an an ADJECTIVE
God saw that all these things were good. (1:18)
God looked at everything he had made, and it was very good. (1:31)

PRESENT

*PAST/
FUTURE

PAST/
FUTURE

*PAST/
FUTURE

SINGULAR
I am a student.

You are a student.
Be a good student!=>

He is a student.
She is a student.

It is a dog.
This is a dog.
That is a dog.

I was a student.
I will be a student.

You were a student.
You will be a student.

He was a student.
He will be a student.

PLURAL
We are students. We are Bible students.

You are students. You are good students.
Be good students! => Study carefully!

They are students. They are good students.

They are dogs.
These are dogs. These are friendly dogs.
Those are dogs. Those are big dogs.

We were students.
We will be students.

You were students.
You will be students.

They were students.
They will be students.

PRESENT

PAST/
FUTURE

PAST/
FUTURE

PAST/
FUTURE

SINGULAR
I ______ hungry.

You are hungry.

He ______ hungry.
She ______ hungry.

It ______ hungry.

I ______ hungry.
I will ______ hungry.

You ______ hungry.
You ______ be hungry.

He ______ hungry.
He will _____ hungry.

PLURAL
We are hungry.

You are hungry.

They are hungry.

We ______ hungry.
We will ______ hungry.

You ______ hungry.
You ______ be hungry.

They ______ hungry.
They will ______ hungry.

BE as a HELPING VERB followed by MAIN VERB with -ing
By the seventh day God finished the work he had been doing. (2:2)

BE as a HELPING VERB followed by MAIN VERB with -ed
These lights will be used for signs, seasons, days and years. (1:14)
=> You will _ _ _ these lights to know the _ _ _ _.

PRESENT

PAST/

FUTURE

PAST/

FUTURE

PAST/

FUTURE

SINGULAR
I am learning English.
You are learning English.
He is learning English.
She is learning English.

I was learning English.

I will be learning English

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

PLURAL
We are learning English. 
You are learning English.
They are learning English.

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

PRESENT

PAST/

FUTURE

PAST/

FUTURE

PAST/

FUTURE

SINGULAR
I am treated well.
You are treated well.
He is treated well.
She is treated well.
It is treated well.

I was treated well.

I will be treated well.

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

PLURAL
We are treated well.
You are treated well.
They are treated well.

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________



SOME REGULAR AND IRREGULAR SIMPLE PAST VERB FORMS

REGULAR -ed IRREGULAR

created covered was were had said saw let came made grew put

divided named passed

happened blessed

looked

filled finished

rested

What are the dictionary forms of the verbs above? 

(The dictionary form is also the command form and the form that follows the helping verb DO and generally the form that follows ‘to’)

create be

Can you give an example of how to use each of these verbs?



Practice Pronouns and Questions with who and whose and what

1 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
 God created the sky and the earth.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
He created them.

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
Who                                                      ?  God.

What                                      ?  The sky and the earth.

What did God do? He                                                              .  

2 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
God’s Spirit was moving over the water.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
His Spirit was moving over it.
It was moving over it.

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
Whose                                                         ?  God's Spirit.

What                                                     over  ?  The water.

What was God's Spirit                  ? It was moving over the water.

3 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
God divided the light from the darkness.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
He divided it from it.

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
                                                                   ?  God.

What did God divide the light from?                              .

                                                                  ?  The light.

                                     ? He divided the light from the darkness.

4 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
God named the light "day".

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
                                        .

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
                                                      ?  God.

What did God name “day”? The light.

What did God name the light? "Day."

                                             ?  He named the light "day".

5 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
Evening passed.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
It passed.

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
What passed? Evening.

What happened?                                    .

6 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
Morning came.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
It came.

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
What came? Morning.

                                        ? Morning came.

7 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
The earth produced plants.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
It produced                    .

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND SHORT ANSWERS
                                         ? The earth.

                                            ? Plants.

What did the earth do?                                   .

                                  ?  The earth produced plants.

8 STATEMENT WITH NOUNS
God created human beings in God's image.

STATEMENT WITH PRONOUNS
                                                       .

QUESTIONS WITH WHO, WHOSE AND WHAT, AND ANSWERS
Who created human beings in God's image?          .

                                                ? Human beings.

                                                                     ? In God's image.

                                             ?  He created human beings in his image.


